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( Solved )

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Time: 3 Hours ] [  Maximum Marks: 100
Weightage: 70%

Note: (i) Attempt any five questions. All questions carry equal marks.

Q. 1. Why is foreign capital so important for
India’s economic development? Point out
important policy changes announced by the
Government to attact foreign capital since July,
1991. Given the choice between FDI and FIIs
investments, which one will you prefer? Give
reasons.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-20, Page No. 204, Q. No. 1,
Page No. 205, Q. No. 3 and Q. No. 4.

Also Add: The significant differences between
FDI and FII are explained below:

Foreign Direct Investment or FDI is defined as
the investment made by a company in the company
situated outside the country. Foreign Institutional
Investor or FII is when investors, most commonly in
the form of institutions that invest in the country’s
financial market.

FII is a way to to make quick money, the entry
and exit to the stock market are very easy. On the
other hand, the entry and exit are not easy in FDI.

FDI brings long-term capital in the investee
company whereas FII may bring long or short term
capital in the country.

In the case of FDI, there is the transfer of funds,
resources, technology, strategies, know-how.
Conversely, FII involves the transfer of funds only.

FDI increases job opportunities, infrastructural
development in the investee country and thus leads
to economic growth, which is not in the case of FII.

FDI results in the increase in the country’s
productivity. As opposed to FII that results in the
increase in the country’s capital.

FDI targets a particular company, but FII does
not target a particular company.

FDI obtains management control in the company.
However, FII does not enable such control.

After the above discussion, it is quite clear that
the two forms of foreign investment are completely
different. Both have its positive and negative aspects.
However, foreign investment in the form of FDI is
considered better than FII because it does not just
bring capital but also amounts to better management,
governance, transfer of technology and creates
employment opportunities.

Q. 2. “Economic conditions, economic policies
and economic systems are important external
factors that constitute the economic environment
of a business.” Explain this briefly and give Indian
illustrations to show interaction between economic
and non-economic environment.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-1, Page No. 2,
‘Concept of Business Environment’ and Page No. 5
Q. No. 1 and Page No. 6  Q. No. 2.

Also Add: Interaction between Economic and
Non-economic Environment

The economic environment of business exercises
a strong influence on the non-economic environment
of business just  as the non-economic environment
influences the economic environment.  The economic
environment is, thus, both exogenous and endo-
genous. it determines as well as it is determined by
non-economic environment. Let us consider a few
specific ‘interactions’. 

The social attitude towards business and
management determines how nanny people get
attracted to private business as an activity and to
management as a career. If business gets a social
sanction as a respectable profession, the occupational
structure of a country will reflect a sizable category
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of professional enlargers. On the other hand, if more
and more of tile active labour force joins professional
management, the social attitude towards business and
its management also changes. Let us take another
example. Social movements largely determine the
economic system. If the workers cultivate an attitude
of confrontation rather than co-operation with
management, a repressive economic system may be
needed to cope with industrial disorder. On the other
hand, if the attainment of rapid economic growth is
the target, the management must bring about a labour-
productivity revolution and for that, payment may
be based on the productivity of labour rather than
the profitability of business. To operate on
productivity-based wages is to operate on the system
of incentives and positive attitudes of the labour. The
attainment of a specific economic objective is thus,
conditioned by a specific social attitude and
discipline. 

The politico-legal environment and economic
environment of Bulfinch. are also interlocked to such
an extent that we sometimes think of the ‘political-
economy’of business. In a situation of political
stability, business enterprises happen to be
forthcoming and businessmen are willing to take
more economic  risks. But if there is political
instability, business uncertainties multiply and,
therefore, individuals may not like to take up new
business ventures. The state of business in Punjab is
a recent example. Similarly, the ideology of the ruling
party influences the Nicole  System.

Example: The economic environment of a
country today is partly determined by the available
structure of industry m that country. Today you find
a number of extraction industries such as mines and
plantations in our country. These industries can be
traced back to the colonial pattern of investment in
the past. The British respire was interested in the
colonies so that it could easily : (a) get the raw
materials for its  industries, and (b) dump the finished
manufactured products in the colonial markets. The
colonies, thus, supplied the market as well as the
raw materials : In other words, the economic
environment of business in the newly independent
nation-states is the outcome of the colonial
infrastructure which those countries had in the past.
Similarly, the past history is a record of events, and
a storehouse of lessons which can provide guidelines

for present econometric policy decisions. The
achievements of the Five-Year-Plans in the past may
provide direction to the formulation and
implementation of the current Five-Year-Plan of an
economy. And the present performance of a plan will
decide the future course of planning. It suggests that
the environmental factors are inter-related on the time
scale too.

Q. 3. Define Small Scale Sector. Discuss the
institutional framework that has been evolved for
the promotion and growth of small scale sector in
India. What are the major constraints that are still
being faced by the small scale sector?

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-16, Page No. 158,
‘Nature and Definition of Small Scale Industries’,
Page No. 159, ‘Institutional Framework for Small
Scale Industries’ and Page No. 162, ‘Problems of
Small Sector’.

Q. 4. State the regulatory policy measures
prevalent till mid-80’s in India, and outline the
changes made through reformist policy package
of July 1991.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-5, Page No. 47, Q. No. 1
and Q. No. 2.

Q. 5. Discuss the concept of Corporate
Governance and state the various measures
adopted in India to ensure good corporate
governance.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-12, Page No. 125,
Q. No. 2 and Page No. 126, Q. No. 4.

Q. 6. Discuss the significance of Money
Market in a modern economy and explain the
principal constituents of money market and their
functioning in India.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-9, Page No. 96, Q. No. 1
and Q. No. 2 and Q. No. 3.

Q. 7. What do you mean by ‘privatization’?
Why is it considered necessary today? Explain the
possible areas of privatization and point out the
problems associated with privatization in India.

Ans. Privatization can refer to the act of
transferring ownership of specified property or
business operations from a government organization
to a privately owned entity, as well as the transition
of ownership from a publicly traded, or owned,
company to a privately owned company. For a
company to be considered privately owned, it cannot
secure funding through public trades on a stock
exchange.
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Dimensions of Business Environment

INTRODUCTION

Business environment is a term that symbolizes
the surroundings making a direct or an indirect impact
on different business activities. In other words, business
environment is a set of forces that influence the
functioning of the business.

Understanding the concepts of business
environment and its significance play a crucial role in
the successful functioning of an organisation. As the
business environment is characterised by its dynamic
and complex nature, it plays a vital role in defining the
success of the organisation.

As we all know that running a business is not an
easy task, it comes with its own set of challenges,
opportunities and threats. Therefore, the different
business strategies need to be formulated in a systematic
manner where the organisation can encash the benefits
of opportunities and can also shield itself from the
threats being posed by the environment simultaneously.
Here the significance of understanding the business
environment comes to fore as after understanding the
threats and opportunities, the management can take the

decisions that can prove to be the driving agents for
the growth of an organisation.

To accomplish the task of defining the business
environment, firstly we need to identify the different
components of micro and macro business environment.
Further, there is a need to define different levels at
which the environment operates.

Under this topic, you will be introduced with the
emerging scenarios and trends of business environment
existing in India. Besides, the need for scanning the
environment would also be emphasised to ensure that
the strategic business strategies are formed that can help
in sure growth of an organisation.

In other words, business environment also helps
in defining the role of yet another process, that is
environment scanning. It emphasises on the need of
implementing the process of environment scanning that
could help in defining the different strategies and plans
for the growth and development of an organisation.

Business environment is a blend of dynamism,
complexities and multifaceted characters which in the
long run have far reaching effect on the growth,
continuity and also on the survival of the business.

BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT
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2 / NEERAJ : BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Therefore, in such a situation, it becomes mandatory
for the organisations to understand the basic in-depth
philosophies of business environment to make sure that
they completely understand the environment in which
they are operating.

Depending on different terms and conditions in
terms of economics, business environment is being
classified as economic and non-economic.

While the term economic denotes the economic
system, economic policies and pace of economic
development, the non-economic surroundings are
defined by the socio-cultural, political, technological
and natural factors. These factors furnish valuable
inputs for making strategic decisions by interacting with
each other.

However, in general, business environment is
classified into two different segments:

1. Internal environment
2. External environment

The internal factors, such as the financial, physical
and human resources, exist within the organisation and
remain under control. However, the external factors are
those that remain out of the control of the business
organisation. The factors that define the external factors
are value system, ethical standards and the missions,
goals and objectives of the organisation

CONCEPT OF BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
Business environment is defined by the

surroundings making a direct or indirect impact on
business activities.

The business environment can be categorised into
different segments by classifying them under external
and internal environment.

The external environment is well defined by the
factors such as economics, socio-cultural, political,
technological, ecological, legal and regulatory act that
can extend opportunities and pose challenges to the
organisation at the same time. Similarly the internal
environment is characterised by physical and
psychological resources. This environment helps the
management of an organisation in coping and adapting
to the external environment.

Thus, the success of the business is characterized
by both the external and internal environment.

Business environment can also be classified on the
basis of economic standards as economic and non-
economic environment. While the fiscal policy,
monetary policy, the nature of an economic system

symbolise the economic environment, the non-economic
environment is characterized by socio-economic,
political-legal, technological and other such factors.
Both these factors keep interacting with each  other and
they cannot work in isolation.

SIGNIFICANCE OF BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT

The organisation which understands its business
environment in a sophisticated manner can use its
resources in a better way and can also adapt according
to the dynamism of the business environment. Business
environment is characterized by different features:

Firstly, it is dynamic in nature. As the factors
constituting business environment are on a constant
change, their impact on business also keeps on
changing. Therefore, the management needs to bring
new strategies at right time to cope up with the
challenges being posed by these changes.

The second characteristic of business environment
is that it is complex in nature. As it has diverse set of
factors, events, conditions and influences coming up
from different resources, they keep on interacting with
each other to form new set of influences. Therefore, it
is a must for a management to study these changes and
then bring in new strategies.

Thirdly, business environment is characterized by
its multifaceted nature. It is because, a certain change
in business environment can be characterized as an
opportunity by a person. However, on the other hand,
it can also be taken up as a threat by other person.
Further, the business environment has far reaching
effect on continuity, survival and growth of an
organisation.

TYPES OF BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
As discussed, business environment is of two types:
1. Internal environment
2. External environment
The internal environment factors influencing the

strategic decisions are value system, ethical standards
of an organisation, missions, goals, objectives of the
companies, organisational structure the
professionalism, commitments, morale of the
employees etc, financial factors and corporate image
and brand equity. These factors help in bringing the
strength and weakness of an organisation to the fore.

Further, the external environment is characterized
by economic, demographic, legal, political, socio-
cultural, natural and technological factors.
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DIMENSIONS OF BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT / 3

Figure 1.1 : Environmental Forces

COMPONENTS OF BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT

Business environment has two components: micro
and macro components.

While the micro components are those factors that
exist in direct contact of business such as the customers,
competitors, suppliers, workers, marketing
intermediaries and public, the macro environment is a
broader term that includes economic, politico-legal,
demographic etc factors. They make a direct impact
on business and also on micro environment players.

MICRO ENVIRONMENT
Following are the constituents of micro

environment.
1. Customers: For any business, customers are

always key to success. The key categories of customers
are households, individuals, business firms and other
institutions that may be present at national or global
level.

2. Competitors: Each business always faces
competition in market and therefore, each organisation
has to face a direct competition in market. Therefore,
it is a must for an  organisation to feel the pulse of the
kind of competition it is facing in industry.

3. Marketing Intermediaries: These are channels
helping organisations to bring their products to buyers.
They constitute wholesalers, retailers, distributors,
firms, agents etc.

4. Suppliers: This is a class of people supplying
raw materials, fabricated parts etc. to the organisation.

5. Workers and Unions: The employee and
employer relationship is also the key to the success of
an organisation. If workers are not organised,
management has the upper hand in formulating the
policies and vice-versa.

6. Public: Public are groups that share an interest
in business. They are environmentalists, media groups,
consumer protection groups etc.

MACRO ENVIRONMENT
Its constituents are as follows:
1. Economic Environment: It is based on

economic conditions such as nature of an economy,
economic resources, income level etc.

2. Political and Legal Environment: Political
activities define the course of action an organisation
may take with changing governments.

3. Socio-cultural Environment: The customs,
values, beliefs, attitude, etc. make a sharp impact on
the business activities.

4. Demographic Environment: The size and
composition of population, life expectancy, age,
income, education etc define the demographic
environment. They differ from place to place in same
country and also from country to country.

5. Technological Environment: The factors
related to machines and processes used in production
of goods and services define technological
environment.

6. International Environment: The economic,
political, technological and sociological changes in the
international area define the international environment.

7. Natural Environment: Ecology of a place and
the availability of raw materials for a particular industry
define the natural environment.

EMERGING SCENARIO OF BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT IN INDIA

Some important features of emerging scenario of
business environment in India have been discussed
below:

Political Uncertainty: The political stability in
India in recent years has been affected by such push
and pulls of coalition government at centre.

Globalization: The world has now been converted
into a global village as the business is transcending the
boundaries. There is an inflow of FDI(Foreign Direct
Investment and technology) from across the countries.

Economic Liberalization: India, at present
juncture, is witnessing economic liberalization. Earlier,
India’s economy was regulated and controlled one. It
was the era of License Raj era. Later on reforms came
to open Indian economy.

Technological  Revolution: Information
technology, communications and computerization are
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defining the pace of growth for India at this
moment.

Outsourcing: With India excelling in all streams
in global world due to cheap and qualified workers,
the projects are being outsourced to India from US,
Australia, Canada etc.

Emerging Rural Market: Rural market is the
centre of attraction for almost all the companies who
are vying to expand their reach into these zones.

Stakeholders’ Expectation: The customers,
employees, suppliers, shareholders, investors, local
community and society define the stakeholders. The
management should think whether it is fufilling to the
expectations of stakeholders.

ENVIRONMENT SCANNING
Each organisation studies the part that is relevant

to its business. This is called relevant environment. The
process by which the organisation is monitoring the
relevant environment to perceive the opportunities and
threats being posed by the organisation is called
environment scanning. It helps in bringing the policies
that are well suited to the needs of an organisation. It
comes as a key step in defining the strategic
management process.
Characters of Environment Scanning

The complete scanning of business environment
provides a well defined perspective to managers for
forming strategies and plans. Environment scanning
therefore is a holistic exercise, continuous and
explanatory process.
Approaches to Environment Scanning

1. Systematic Approach: It brings a system that
ensures scientific and continuous collection of
information for environment scanning.

2. Ad-hoc Approach: It deals with special surveys
and studies to deal with different environment issues.

3. Processed Form Approach: Here, the
information is sorted in a processed way both from in
side and outside the organisation.
Process of Environment Scanning

1. Identification of Key Environment Variables:
Firstly, the organisation should identify the key
environment variables affecting the business and
economy, both from macro and micro environment.

2. Identification of Sources of Information for

Environment Scanning: There could be the formal

and informal sources of information that can appear

from internal sources such as company files, documents,

data base etc.

3. Techniques of Environment Scanning: There

are different kinds of techniques such as quantitative

as well as qualitative techniques, formal and systematic

techniques and also the intuitive methods available with

the strategist.

Factors affecting Environment Scanning

The events, trends issues and different expecta-

tions from different groups interested in business

organisation affect the process of environment scan-

ning.

Adapted from William R Boulton, Business Policy :
The Art of Strategic Management, Macmillan Publishing Co.,
New York, 1984, p. 120.

Figure 1.2: Matrix indicating priority

of environmental issues

This figure helps in identifying the high priority

environment factors.

Preparation of ETOP (Environment Threat and

Opportunity Profile)

The last step of the process is to structure the

environment appraisal in sych a way that the

opportunities and threats are well defined. Firstly, we

should define the environment into different sectors and

then this sector is thoroughly analysed. Each sector, if

studied completely, provides its role in an organisation.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Q. 1.  Distinguish between economic and non-
economic environments.

Ans. There are two types of environments in
business terms. They are the economic and non-
economic environments. They depend on different
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